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My name is Caitlin and this is my 
place. I am 9 years old, and my star 
sign is Virgo but I’ll talk about that 

in a sec. So I was born in Melbourne 
and my birthday is the 9th of 

September so I’m a typical Virgo. I 
have blue eyes, in my left eye I have 
a special strip of brown.                              

 





This is my family. I live with my mum my dad, 
brother and dog. This is my mum she's great 

at tennis and loves watching Survivor. This 
my dad he always has to at least say two dad 
jokes a day, and is always watching the NBA.

Next is my brother he's always playing on 
devices and has a passion for basketball. Last 
but not least is Kobe he's a puppy that's silly, 

cute and a bit yappy. 
 
 



This is a map of my place. 
My house is right in the 
middle of my street, it’s 

the one story brick house. 
It’s the one with the 
puppy in the stud 

window. 



 I live close to my school but it’s not close 
enough to walk. My house is busy as a bee 
hive on school morning’s, and it’s messy as 

a zoo. I know my neighbors because my 
brother always throws the basketball over 
the fence. I know one of my neighbors a 

bit more than the other because there son 
goes to my school. I have a walk in closet, I 
like to think it has a portal to the best lollie 

shop in the world. 



This is my culture. My Mum and Dad are 
English, and there ancestors came from 
England, Scotland, Ireland and Germany.



 One of my favorite family tradition is when 
every New years we go to one of my dad’s 
friend’s house, and swim in their pool. The 

best part is seeing the fireworks. I love
Christmas because I like to think I’m a 

princess when I get into my dress and do my 
hair. On Christmas eve I go to my grandpa’s 

house. At christmas I go my Nana’s house and 
one of my cousins houses for my Gran’s 

Christmas. 
 





Mums Potatoe salad

1: Cook bacon in a fry 
pan with a drisle of 
olive oil until slitly 

brown and set aside.
2: Boil chopped 

potatoes until slitly 
tender, and let cool.

3: Mix in a bowl bacon, 
cooked potatoes, 

mayonaise and spring 
onions. Enjoy



These are my family rules. Being apart of 
my family is great because you have people 

to count on and love. I’ve learnt to love 
myself no matter what, and it doesn't 

matter what you look like because you have 
love and family.

  My family’s 
manly unique 
because we 

don’t care what 
people look like 

it’s just about 
their inside, like 
if their nice or 

not. 



Everything
Family is 








